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ABSTRACT for portable applications. Fuel cells have very high energy densities
Fuel cells are clean power sources that have much higher energy (> 2000 Watt-hour per kilogram) compared to batteries (typically
densities and lifetimes compared to batteries. However, fuel cells <200 watt-hour per kilogram) [1]. Consequently, a fuel cell pack-
have limited load following capabilities and cannot be efficiently age is expected to generate power longer (4 to lOX) than a battery
utilized if used in isolation. In this work, we consider a hybrid sys- package of the same size and weight [2, 3].
tem where a fuel cell based hybrid power source is used to provide Fuel cells are designed to generate a fixed amount of output cur-

power to a DVFS processor. The hybrid power source consists of a rent and have very limited load following capability. This is primar-
room temperature fuel cell operating as the primary power source ily due to the sluggish reactions in fuel cell electrodes (mainly oxy-
and a Li-ion battery (that has good load following capability) op- gen electro reduction with exchange current density of 10- 10A/cm2)
erating as the secondary source. Our goal is to develop polices to as opposed to battery electrode reactions (typically metal corrosion
extend the lifetime of the fuel cell based hybrid system. First, we reaction whose exchange densities are I0-2A/cm2) [2, 3]. Thus for
develop a charge based optimization framework which minimizes embedded applications where there is substantial load current vari-
the charge loss of the hybrid system (and not the energy consump- ation, it is important that a hybrid system be considered - the fuel
tion of the DVFS processor). Next, we propose a new algorithm cell would provide the bulk of the current and would serve as the
to minimize the charge loss by judiciously scaling the load current. primary source, and the battery would provide the load following
We compare the performance of this algorithm with one that has capability and serve as the secondary source.
been optimized for energy, and demonstrate its superiority. Finally In recent years, a lot of work has been done to improve the
we evaluate the performance of the hybrid system under different power/energy/battery efficiency of embedded systems [4, 5, 6, 7,
system configurations and show how to determine the best combi- 8]. There is also some work on systems powered by solar sources
nation of fuel cell size and battery capacity for a given embedded [9]. This is different from fuel cell systems because the solar sources
application, are not controllable. The existing work on fuel cells and fuel cell

based hybrid power systems are typically for high temperature op-
Categories and Subject Descriptors erations and are used in automobiles or stationary settings such as
D.4.1 [Operating Systems]: Process Management-Scheduling buildings and plants [10, 11, 12].

In this paper, we consider a hybrid power source built with a
General Terms sodium borohydride (NaBH4) fuel cell that works at room temper-
Algorithms ature and a rechargeable Li-ion battery. The fuel cell is operated at

the point of maximum efficiency and has a constant output current.
Keywords The Li-ion battery has a fixed capacity and is capable of providing
Fuel cell, Battery, Hybrid systems, DVFS system, Task scaling multiple levels of output current. The hybrid power source provides

power to a DVFS processor whose current can be scaled. When the

1. INTRODUCTION fuel cell current IF is larger than the load current ik, the Li-ion bat-tery is charged, but once the battery gets fully charged, the excess
Fuel cells are alternative power sources that have recently at- charge is wasted. When the fuel cell current is smaller than the

tracted a great deal of attention. They have been used to provide load current, the Li-ion battery provides the difference ik- IF. We
power in power plants, automobiles and are now being considered develop policies for enhancing the lifetime of the fuel cell in such

*This research was funded in part by the NSF grant (CSR-EHS a hybrid system. The policies are based on minimizing the overall
05059540), the Consortium for Embedded Systems, ASU, and LG charge loss defined as the difference between the loss in the fuel
Yonam Foundation. cell stored charge and the gain in the battery charge. We present an

algorithm to scale the load current subject to deadline and battery
charge constraints, such that the system successfully executes the
tasks with minimum charge loss. We consider both single tasks and

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for multiple tasks in a static scheduling environment.
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are While there has been a significant amount of work in energy opti-
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies mization of DVFS systems for unlimited energy sources, this is the
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to first work on system level optimization of fuel cell based hybrid
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific sytm.WientrdioaDVSytm,theegycsup
permission and/or a fee.sytm.WieitrdtoaDVSsse,thengycsup
DAC 2006, July 24-28, 2006, San Francisco, California, USA. tion due to task execution is minimized, here we consider both the
Copyright 2006 ACM 1-59593-381-6/06/0007 ..$5.00.
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hybrid power source and the DVFS consumer, and minimize the to- decreases. The operating point of the fuel cell is not set at the max-
tal charge loss of the system. The main contributions of this paper imum power density point but at p= 2 maxpower. This is because
are as follows. the system is unstable at or beyond the maximum power density

* Description of a room-temperature fuel cell + Li-ion battery point and the system is cost-inefficient at the very low power re-
based hybrid system (Section 2) gion. Also, the fuel cell has some load following capability around

* Development of the charge based optimization framework maxpower as shown in the exaggerated plot in Fig l.(b). But to
*~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~epo thisopenloa foloin capablity wesehavezotoamaddrextra con

for hybrid systems. The objective is to minimize the charge trol circuit /devices and applya faily we have to add extra con-
loss of the hybrid system and not the energy consumption of scheme. In this paper, we only consider the case where the fuel cell
the DVFS processor (Section 3).curnisfxd current IS fixed.

* Development of a new algorithm to scale the load current In general, a fuel cell has "slow" electrodes, ie, its reactions do
during static scheduling that minimizes the charge loss (Sec- not occur as quickly as the current levels that need to be drawn
tion 3) by the load, and so the electrodes polarize and the fuel cell loses

* Evaluation of the performance of charge loss based scaling voltage. As a result, for applications where the load current fluctu-
algorithm and its use in determining the best combination ates, the fuel cell has to be supported by a battery which has "fast"
of fuel cell size and battery capacity for a given embedded electrodes and is a much better load follower.
application (Section 4). The proposed fuel cell based hybrid system consists of the fol-

lowing components: NaBH4 based fuel cell, Li-ion rechargeable
2. FUEL CELL BASED SYSTEMS battery, DC-DC converter and the system board. Fig 2.(a) shows
The sodium borohydride (NaBH4) fuel cell system that oper- the schematic of the fuel cell based hybrid system.

ates at room temperature [2, 3] consists of (i) a fuel cell based on
polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) with hydrogen as the anode VF iF Dl
and air as the cathode, and (ii) a hydrogen generator that includes v

a sodium borohydride based hydrogen storage, low power piezo Fel C D2 Iconverter *L processor
pump to move the liquid fuel, a Ruthenium based catalytic reaction IO
to release hydrogen from the sodium borohydride solution and a iw
liquid gas separator.
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(a). Fuel cell I-V-P curve: measured values The operation of this system is explained using Fig 2.(b) and
Fig 2.(c). The V-I characteristics of the fuel cell and the battery

Load are shown in Fig 2.(b). While the fuel cell output voltage, VF,
Voltage followtng Power

region drops significantly as the fuel cell current, iF, increases, the bat-
tery voltage, VB, remains stable (since Li-ion batteries are good

Unstable load followers). Let us assume that the fuel cell is designed to
Inefficient region operate at (VF,IF). Then the battery output voltage, VB, is set to
region VB = VF. When the load current is less than IF, the fuel cell current

is kept constant at IF and the difference between the fuel cell cur-
rent and the load current is used to charge the battery with current

Current ic. If the battery is fully charged, the extra current is discharged
Voltage - Power- to ground in the form of bleeder current, iw. Thus when io < IF,

iF = IF = ic + iw. If the load current is greater than IF, (io > IF),
(b). Fuel cell I-V-P curve: exaggerated view the battery provides the remaining current, iB = io-IF. If the bat-

tery charge is depleted, the system fails. However, for a DVFS
Figure 1: Polarization curves for room temperature fuel cell system, iL can be scaled down which translates to io being scaled
Fig l.(a) describes the polarization (I/V, I/P) curves for this fuel down such that io < IF

cell system using Nafion 117 PEM with hydrogen oxidation and Use of DVFS has its advantages and disadvantages. On the one
oxygen reduction on Pt-catalyzed porous gas fed electrodes [2, 3]. hand, DVFS stretches the execution of the tasks and reduces the
The characteristics of the I-V-P curves can be explained by electron shutdown time of the fuel cell. On the other hand, DVFS reduces
transfer that occurs at very low currents and mass transport that the current load and allows the battery to store charge. In the next
occurs at high currents. section, we describe a procedure to judiciously scale the current in
From the curves, we see that as the current density increases, a DVFS system such that the overall charge loss in the system is

the voltage drops, and the power density first increases and then minimized.
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3. FUEL CELL EFFICIENT SCALING 500mA (corresponding to processor power Pk(l) = 600mW) and
We begin with the notations that have been used in the rest of the power ratios al: a2 = 4: 1. The power source consists of a

this paper. The hybrid power source is characterized by IF, the fuel fuel cell with IF = 5OOmA, and a battery with Bn = 2000mA-
cell current, and B"a, the charge capacity of the Li-ion battery. min. Let task Tk have an execution time k =10min and deadline

Let sk be the frequency scaling factor while executing task Tk. 30min. The initial state of the battery is B' = lOOOmA-min. We
The task execution time is then Sk X Tk, where tk is the worst case study the effect of two different policies, namely, energy efficient
execution time at the highest frequency (corresponding to Sk = 1). scaling, and fuel cell efficient scaling.
The total power consumption of the DVFS processor is given by CASE I - Energy efficient scaling: Here the DVFS processor is

P=C ' f + Pon + Vdd 'static scaled by Sk, where Sk is obtained by minimizing the energy func-
tion Pk(Sk) X Sk X tk [8]. For a, : a2 = 4: 1, this scaling factor

where the first term is the dynamic power, the second term IS the is Sk = 2. The scaled load current is 170mA and the task fin-
intrinsic power, and the last term is the static power [7, 8]. If we ishes at t = tk x Sk = 20min. The fuel cell can be shut down for
assume that for scaling factor Sk, the voltage scales by Sk, and both 30-20 = 10min. The charge metrics are Qtask = 3400mA-min,
Pan and ,tatiC are constant, then the total power consumption of Qsys = 9000 mA-min, and Qwaste = 5600 mA-min.
task Tk, Pk(sk) is given by

-3 l CASE II - Fuel cell efficient scaling: If instead, the scaling factor
Pk(sk)=al'Pk(1) Sk +a2 Pk(1)+(-al -a2) Pk(1) Sk- is chosentobesk=1.1,theloadcurrentis41mA,andthetaskfin-
where Pk(I) is thetotal powerconsumption atSk = 1, al and a2 ishesattimet= lOx 1.1 = lmnin. Thefuelcellcanbeshutdown
are the ratios of dynamic power to total power and intrinsic power for 19 4min(compared to lmin in case 0).Here Qtask = 4521mA-
to the total power at Sk = 1. In this paper, we assume that a, + a2 min, Qsy5 = 4521mA-min, and Qwaste = O, which are all signifi-
0.8. This implies that the static power is 20% of the total power. cantly lower than the values in Case I.
The load current of the fuel cell! battery hybrid source (the input Thus the scaling factor that minimizes energy should not be used

current io of the DC-DC converter in Fig. 2(a)) is ik(Sk) = 1 X in a fuel cell based hybrid system. Next, we propose a scaling
Pk(sk), where is a system specified constant in the order of VI1; policy that reduces the charge loss and enables the fuel cell to be
p = (vo x T1), where vo = VF is a constant and 1 is the DC-DC shut down for a longer time thereby extending its lifetime
efficiency which is also assumed constant [13].
When Tk starts executing, the battery charge is B"', and when

mA Charge Stored charg strd
Tk finishes, the battery charge is B"nd. If the task profile consists mA | batgeryj m_
of n tasks, then the charge consumed by the task profile is Qtask = 50 500
XIn ik (Sk) X Sk X tk. Assume that the fuel cell starts at tstan and shuts 411
down at tend, then the total charge loss of the system is the differ-
ence between the charge loss in the fuel cell IF X (tend - tsart) and 17

2 llmin
the charge gain in the battery B end Bg1. Thus QC = 'F X (tend- ase I: Energy efficient scaling Case II: Fuel cell efficient scaling

tstart) - (Bn - Bi). Note that Bn' <:Bm .x The difference be-
tween Qsys and Qtask is the wasted charge Qwaste = Qsys- Qtask. Figure 3: Motivational Example.
Table 1 provides a list of all these parameters.

Table 1: Definition of fuel cell system parameters 3.2 Scaling algorithm
IF the output current of the fuel cell, it is a constant.
Bm- the charge capacity of the battery The input to the task scaling algorithm is a sequence of tasks,
Tk the k - th task in the task profile along with their specifications (deadlines, WCETs, current), IF,
Sk voltage / frequency scaling factor of Tk, Sk I1 B'n, and the state of charge of the battery, B"'. Each task is scaled
Tk the worst case execution time of Tk such that the total charge loss Qy, is minimized subject to the dead-
Pk(sk) the processor power when task Tk is scaled by Sk line constraint and the battery charge constraint.
a1 the ratio of the dynamic power to the total power when Sk=I
a2 the ratio of the intrinsic power to the total power when sk=l; 3.2.1 Determining the scalingfactorfor a single task

al + a2 = 0.8 in this paper
the DC-DC converter efficiency, Tj = 0.8 here We first consider how to minimize Qsys when we execute a single

vo the load voltage (DC-DC input), vo = VB = 1.5V here. task. We use the notation Qsy5(Sk) when we consider a single task
15 t = (Xi x vo)'-= 0.833 Tk. The task duration is Sk X tk, and the charge loss is
ik (sk) the load current ik (Sk) = , Pk (sk) when Tk scaled by Sk.
B... the battery charge value when task Tk starts Qsys (Sk) = IF X Sk X Ck - (Bk -Br') (1)
Benda the battery charge value when task Tk finishes If IF > ik(sk), then ideally the battery can be charged to B." +
Qtask charge consumed by the task execution (IF- ik(sk)) tke Sinea the battery charge chanot ekxcee

Qsvs total charge loss of the system (IF-ik(Sk)) X Sk X Xk Since the battery charge cannot exceed
Qwasre wasted charge given by Qy, -Qt_k B'n, we have
sopt the scaling factor which minimizes Q5y.

B .axmni+
stask the scaling factor which minimizes Qlask k = B,Bk ('F-ik(Sk))k k)

When IF < ik(sk), the battery is discharged to Bki- (ik(sk) -

3.1 Motivational example 'F) X Sk X tk. In order to ensure the feasibility, we include a battery
Consider a DVFS system where the frequency can be scaled

down from I to 2.5 with steps of 0.1. Let the load current ik(l) = Charge constraint: (ik(sk) -IF) X Sk X tk < Bkn (3)
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The total charge loss is then 3.2.2 Determining the scalingfactorsfor a sequence

Qsys(sk) 'F* 5k t'k - min (Bmax~- Bini, (IF - ik(Sk)) ~.Sk- of tasks
k ~ ~ ~ ~ IAssume that there are n tasks (Ti, T2,..Tn); all tasks arrives at

Since trk is a constant for a given task, minimizing the objective time 0 and share a same deadline D. The total charge loss Qsy is
function in Equation (1) is the same as minimizing the following n

objective function: Qsys (sI,S2,..SOl X Qsys(Sk) (5)
k=I1

0(Sk) ='F X Sk -min(rc-B ,Sk X (IF - ik(Sk))) (4) where Qsys(Sk) is given in Eqn (1), and Bkn min(Bm Bki
tk (IF - ik(Sk)) X Sk X tk) (Vk), Bin1 Bend for k > 1, and B,ni is

Thescaling fatowihmxmzs(k)idendasteO- defined as the charge in the battery before execution of task T1.
timal scaling factor so'~ The constraints are

Next, we study the effect of the following three parameters onn
5opt and Qsy: IF, the fuel cell current, Bm' the charge capacity Deadline 1: (Sk X tk) < D
of the battery, and (xi 0L2, which models the characteristics of the kni
DVFS processor. For this analysis, we assume that the deadline Charge (ik(sk) - IF) X Sk X 'Tk . Bk , Vk
constraint and the battery charge constraint are always valid. I re ofn i 2 s~ efrtcnie h aewe h

Lekss(~t bthopiachrelsfoafxdFanBm battery has unlimited capacity and the battery is fully charged. In
configuraton, andSle bthmiiu poslecaglss this case there is no wasted charge, and minimizing Qsy is the same

among all possible configurations with different values of IF and as minimizing Qtask. Eqn.(5) then reduces to
BmLa. Note that Qsy(soPt) > i

Since Qsys Qtask + Qwaste, if we minimize both Qtask and Qwaste, Qsys(s I s2, ..-, Sn) Y, (ik(Sk) X Sk X tEk) (6)
then we can achieve Qmi. We call the scaling factor which min-k=
imizes Qtask (Sk) =ik (Sk) Sk trk as the task optimal scaling factor We also assume that the current ik (1) and the static current ra-5task. If there is unlimited battery capacity, the battery charge at the tiuarthsmefrllheak,Ifhrerendalnec-

end of execution of task Tk isbend =Bini+ (IF - ik(Sk)) Sk -tk. The srit,te h betv ucini iiie hnske > sktrainsk wherte obetisk functi own fthrisaiiiedhealne con-wasted charge occurs when Bk >Ba, and Qwaste Ben - Bmax. task3
Note that the minimum possible charge loss Qmnoccurs when
opt tasky straint X I (Sk, X tEk) <D, then if J: (Stask X tk) > D, the objec-
k k Qtskoipmniizd tandQask.Ifdet n tive function is minimized when all tasks have the same scaling fac-

change in the parameters, s ~ ~~or Qwaste > 0, then the op- tor s *.. Sn , and s is the largest scaling factor < stask.
timal charge loss Qsys (sopt) is greater than the minimum possible otheiwise s, *.. Sn=5task. Details of the proof are given
charge loss Qm'.' in [14].

Effect of IF: Let 'F be the fuel cell current for which Qsy (soPt) 3.2.3 Algorithm description
mm./ opt - task th culfe elcret The proposed fuel cell efficient task scaling algorithm, fc-scale,Q5ys i.e, sk 5k and Qwaste 0. If teata ulcl ufn

consists of three main steps. Algorithm 1 describes the pseudo code
IF > 'F, the charge loss is still Qsy(sopt) sys as long as bend .< fti agrtm
Bm If IF is large enough that Bnk > Bmax, then it can be shown Stepl: Calculate the scaling factor S~ewn o akT ae nee

aPt WrmnFr iaPt task k o akT ae nee

khatinstance,i sk 5k so that Qtask iS distribution of slack to all the remaining tasks (line 3).
still inimizd, Qwate inceases,andpQ(5 ) > Qmfli If, on the Step2: Choose the scaling factor based on seven, so'wihtm

other hand, so7 is decreased such that k3n - B" then Qwaste imizes the charge loss, skji which ensures that the battery charge
0.Butsince k(Pt > (Stask), Qsys(SPt) > Qmin constraint is satisfied, and smja which ensures that the deadline con-tak ta k Yk 55straint is satisfied (lines 4-9).
Now if IF <I1F, Qwaste =0, but as the battery gets discharged Step3: Scale task and compute Bend (lines 10-1I 1).

more and more, the charge constraint (Eqn.(3)) is violated whenk5aopt 5task. In order to let the task survive, we set sopt > Stask, andk k
Pt mnk k Algorithm 1 Pseudo code of Algorithmfc-scalethus Q5~~~5 (5oPt)>Q5~~~5 1: WHILEk<nDO

apt ~~2: Input: task Tk with trk, battery with Bm' and Br'Effec of Bt~:Lt Bma be he caacityfor wich Qys (k )3 : calculate seven by evenly distributing the available slack to all remaining
Qmi If Bmax > Bmax, Qwaste = 0 sinice bend <Bm'. So soPt -tasks.Sys ~~~~~~k- k -t5task But a large battery increases the package size and weight and 4:dtriesk hc inmzs0s nEn()

k ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~5:determine Stnin by battery charge constraint (Eqn (3));may not be a good option.k
If Bm~' <Bmax', as long as Bend < BmLa, the charge loss is still 6:dtries byealncotan;k - 7: if stnin > s,ax then return FAILURE end if

QsYs k~t Sy Ifki eraedsc htBn > Bnlax, 8: if Sop > min(Sve s'ax) then soj = min(seven, sr') endif

then Qvaste > 0 and Qsys(sopt) > Qmin. Also smaller Bm affects 9: if sopt < smj then sopt = smj" end if
the charge constraint (Eqn.(3)) and may result in system failure. 10: execute task Tk by so7t till it finishes;

a2 k±1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

should be set to1.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ed n
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4. SIMULATION RESULTS the fuel cell. In contrast, Algorithm en-scale utilizes the slack as
In this section, we first compare the performance of two algo- much as possible, which leads to a low value of the load current.

rithms: Algorithm fc-scale which is the proposed task scaling al- Since IF is constant, the battery charging current is higher and once
gorithm that scales the tasks by sop', and Algorithm en-scale which the battery is fully charged, the charge is wasted.
is the task scaling algorithm that scales each task to minimize the 4.3 Experiment 2: Effect of fuel cell current
energy consumption of the DVFS processor. Since we assume that
all tasks have the same energy cost function, en.scale evenly dis- In Experiment 1, the fuel cell current IF was set to 800mA, which
tributes the slack among all the tasks to minimize energy [4] but en- is higher than the load current at the highest frequency ik(1) =
sures that that the frequency scaling is not greater than the optimal 700mA. So both Algorithms en-scale andfc-scale had a large amount
scaling factor [8]. Then we compare the performance of Algorithm of wasted charge. Now if IF is reduced from 800mA in Experimentfcal under differen we comparations. 1 to 600mA while keeping all other conditions the same, Qwastefe-scale under different system configurations.

reduces. Fig 4 describes the charge loss (averaged among 100 ran-

4.1 Experimental setting dom cases) of en-scale and fcscale when u = 0.7. We see that
The DVFS system supports CPU scaling factor from 1 to 2.5 both the algorithms have less Qwaste and less Qsys In fact, Algo-

with steps of 0.1. The load current is set to ik (1) = 700mA, and the rithm fc-scale has Qwaste 0O. This implies that for the given task
power ratio is set to (XI: a2 4 : 1. set, large IF could result in unnecessarily large Qwaste. Thus for

The battery capacity B" is varied in the experiments, and the embedded applications, where the average load current is known,
initial charge in the battery is assumed to be half of the capacity. IF should be chosen carefully.
The fuel cell has constant output current IF. We assume that the mA-hr
fuel cell is shut down after all the tasks are completed. A

The task set used in the experiments is a task graph (could be en scae Q_task Q_waste
dependent or independent task nodes), where all tasks share the fc scale en scale
same deadline. Here each task sequence consists of 50 to 100 tasks. t 5

Each task has tk from 1 to 2 min. The task density isp = I' =k
ID scale

where D is the deadline. u varies from 0.3 to 0.9. For each task
density value, we run 100 task sequences, and then get the average 05 _
values for all the feasible cases.

IF=800mA IF-600rA
4.2 Experiment 1: en-scale vs. fc-scale

Consider the case when IF = 800mA and Bmax = 250mA-hr. Ta- Figure 4: Comparison of the performance of en-scale and
ble 2 compares the performance of the two algorithms with respect fc-scale when IF = 800mA and 600mA, for = 0.7
to the charge metrics: Qsys, Qtask, Qwaste, along with Etask, the av-
erage energy consumption of the task sequences, and 6, the average 4 Experiment 3: Effect of different system
time during which the fuel cell can be shut down. configurations
Table 2: Comparison of the performance of en-scale and We compare the performance of Algorithm fcscale (also aver-
fc-scale when ik(l) = 700mA, a, : cC2=4:1, Bm`X=250mA-hr, aged among 100 random task graphs) for different values of IF and
IF = 800mA Bm'". We vary IF from 250mA to 700mA with steps of 50mA, and

Item 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.3 Bm"X from lOOmA-min to 204800mA-min (around 3500 mA-hr).
Qsys(A-hr) en-scale 1.499 1.942 2.828 2.828 As before, the initial battery charge is half of Bm"X. We assumefc-Scale 1.391 1.418 1.429 1.435 that the task current profiles and power ratios are the same as Ex-

en-scale 1.169 0.969 0.879 0.879Qtask(A-hr) fcscale 1.259 1.255 1.261 1.265 periments 1 and 2. Fig 5 shows the total charge loss Qsys when
enfscale 0.330 0.973 1.950 1.950 processor utilization isu = 0.7. The points with Qsy,=O correspondQ.wasre(A-hr) fc-scale 0.132 0.163 0.169 0.170 to configurations which cannot support the task execution or those
en-scale 5.051 4.189 3.795 3.795 where the battery has discharged more than 75% at the end of the

Etask(kJ) fc.Scale 5.439 5.421 5.447 5.464 task profile.
6 (min) en-scale 1.23 3.16 0

147.65 From Fig 5, we see that for most values of Bmt", Qsys increasesI_______I__ fc..fcale 9.33 42.46 104.87 252.11 as IF increases. This is to be expected since larger IF provides
larger charge to the battery. But once the battery is fully charged,

The charge consumption results in Table 2 show that even though the excess charge is wasted. When Bm is very large, IF has little
Algorithm fcscale has higher value of Qtask, it has significantly effect on Qsy. This is because Bma" is large enough to hold all
lower Qwaste. As a result, the total charge loss, Qsys, of Algorithm the excess charge and there is no wasted charge. When Bmax is
fcscale is much lower than that of Algorithm en-scale. The energy very small (a scenario that can occur when the secondary source is
consumption in the DVFS processor, Etask, is lower for Algorithm implemented by a capacitor), due to the randomness, some cases
en-scale, as expected. Note that Etask only accounts for the energy with large IF will also fail.
consumed by the DVFS processor. If, instead, the energy consump- From Fig 5, we also see that the battery capacity B" only mat-
tion of the system defined as ESYS= QSYS X VF is considered, then ters when IF is very small or very large. When IF = 250mA,
Algorithmfcscale has superior performance. the system can only survive when battery capacity is larger than

Table 2 also shows that the fuel cell can be shut down for a much 204800mA-min (3500mA-hr). In this scenario, IF is small and
longer time when we use AlgorithmfcsJcale. This is because Algo- the large battery has to discharge to provide the remaining current.
rithm fcsicale considers both Bma and IF in choosing the scaling When IF = 700mA, the amount of excess charge (beyond what is
factor. It executes the tasks at a frequency that minimizes the charge required by the processor) is large. So when Bmax is large, the ex-
loss which in turn leads to an increase in the shutdown duration of cess charge can be stored in the battery and Qsy is low.
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be safer to choose IF = 400mA and BmtX = 200mA-hr with very
1l04 small size/weight penalty. However, if the average load current is

(i 8 > different, the best system configuration is likely to be different. In
general, for embedded applications, the choice of the best system
configuration depends on multiple factors including the average

a5 \ 1\ } load current, processor power ratio, utilization, and energy densi-
4, \ \ \ \ \ \ A \ |\ | ties of the fuel cell and battery. A more systematic search is clearly
2- XI 1l \ \ \ \ \ \ \ XI \ Xl needed.

700 5. CONCLUSION
6 51200 4 > \\204800 In this paper, we proposed a hybrid power system consisting of

/r (rn7d) 4 0 0-200 *.0 a room temperature fuel cell and a Li-ion rechargeable battery. We
300250 1002 developed a charge based optimization framework for the hybrid

system structure, and utilized this framework to develop a new al-

Figure 5: Variation of Q5Y5 with IF (linear scale) and Bm"a (log scale) gorithm to scale the load current such that the system charge loss
when,u = 0.7 was minimized. Experiments showed that the proposed algorithm

has better performance than traditional energy aware algorithm for
embedded systems. Furthermore, the framework can be used to de-

4.5 Experiment 4: Choice of system configu- termine the fuel cell and battery sizes which could achieve the best
ration performance with the smallest total weight and volume.

Finally, we investigate what is the best system configuration for a
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